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The 24th Indonesia-Korea Forest Cooperative Committee (IKFCC) was held successfully

in September 2020, which resulted in several key outcomes including the youth

involvement in the forestry sector that was highlighted by H.E. Dr. Siti Nurbaya Bakar, the

Minister of Environment and Forestry of Indonesia. In regard to this matter, the Korea-

Indonesia Forest Center (KIFC) decided to hold an online photography contest mainly

targetting the young generation and also Millenials. This contest was also included as one

of the main agendas in commemorating the International Day of Forests 2021 and also the

10th Anniversary of KIFC in the upcoming July.

Brief Information

With the theme “The Nature’s Masterpiece: Forest Amidst the Pandemic”, we’d like to

encourage the public to submit their best documentation that conveys the beauty of

natural landscape especially the forests in Indonesia. We divided the participant into two

categories based on their age. In less than a month, we’ve received 373 submitted photos

from 216 participants with the following details:

Youth category (13 – 23 years old: 97 applicants (172 submitted photos))

Millenials category ( > 23 years old : 116 applicants (201 submitted photos))

1.

2.

The top three winners were selected directly by the judge team, while the favorite winners

were selected based on the public votes via our Instagram account. The judge team was

consisted of representative from:

International Cooperation Bureau, MoEF

Public Relation Bureau, MoEF

Photography Community of FORDA

Korea-Indonesia Forest Center



Bornean orangutan population has

decreased by more than 60% over

the past decades. Forest degradation

and deforestation continued to turn

the vast tropical forests as their main

habitat into fragmented areas. In

2016, IUCN increased the

conservational status of Bornean

orangutan from endangered to

critically endangered, which is one

step before extinction. Rehabilitation

programs are urgently needed for

their future. We might not live

among them, but we are living

because of them.

Floating Time!

© Fariz Ardianto

(Universitas Gadjah Mada)

Lamandau Wildlife Reserve,
Central Kalimantan 

1st Winner (Youth) 



Our Respect for Indonesia in Mangrove Forest

A sense of pride and awe at Indonesia's rich and timeless natural world. The mangrove's lush, natural forestry soothes its

witnesses. The beauty inspires a refreshing life. All that combined with the various kinds of creatures living in it. And how about

the oxygen and the fertility it brings to our lives? Certainly befitting of the title "the world's lungs". 

© Valdi Herlambang (Universitas Diponegoro)

Pasir Sakti, East Lampung, Lampung

2nd Winner (Youth) 



Our Hope

Merapi area is considered important because it has diverse potentials such as "water towers”, where there are still many dense

forests. So this area is often referred to as the heart and life of the Yogyakarta region. As a young generation, let's together

preserve forest areas for the lives of the next generation. Because one seed can give us a better life. 

© Rahmadani Luthfiah (SMK Kehutanan Negeri Kadipaten)

KHDTK Kaliurang, Special Region of Yogyakarta

3rd Winner (Youth) 



Each forest function has a tree potential

value. The potential value of these trees

can be calculated by processing the data

from the tree inventory results. The tree

inventory activity plays a very important

role in presenting information about the

condition of forest stands, both the

condition of the trees and the various

characteristics of the area where they are

grown. Inventory is not just an activity to

ensure the success of the business but

the time during the forester ensure that

the green lungs of the world are alive and

there to support humans. Don’t forget to

always implement health protocols to

stay productive during a pandemic.

Forest Inventory

© Ilham Syach Reza A

(Universitas Gadjah Mada)

Wanagama Forest, 
Special Region of Yogyakarta 

1st Favorite Winner (Youth) 



Tree House "Sarembe Yelina"

Tour of the treehouse and waterfall Sarembe Yelina is located in the village of Tavanggeli, Pinembani, Donggala Regency. The

word “Sarembe” which means waterfall and “Yalina” are taken from the names of previous parents. This tourist destination is a

new tourist destination for the district. Donggala Regency especially the Pinembani district, the place is still very beautiful which

we will be spoiled by the atmosphere of its flora and fauna. this place is located at an altitude of about 1,300 very suitable for

friends who are activists of the outdoors. the distance traveled from the city to the location takes about 3 to 4 hours and a walk

of about 2 kilometers.

© Moh Farhan Ansa Islami (Universitas Tadulako)

Tavanggeli Village, Pinembani District, Donggala Regency, Palu City, Central Sulawesi 

2nd Favorite Winner (Youth) 



Pine Sap Tappers

One of the resources that can be utilized from pine plants is sap, which can be processed and can produce gondorukem and

turpentine oil. This pine sap can be used as raw material for various industries such as paints, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, and

medicines.

© Adinda Thalia Salsabila (Poltekkes Kemenkes Surabaya Prodi D3 Keperawatan Sutopo)

Klepu Pine Forest, Ponorogo, East Java

3rd Favorite Winner (Youth) 



Hope is a basic form of belief in

something you want to get or an

event that will bring good results in

the future. In general, expectations

are in the form of abstract, invisible,

but believed and even sometimes,

thought about and used as

suggestions in order to come true. in

a variety of wishes and hopes sure

have a purpose, My only hope is that

in the future their existence will be

maintained, their survival will

continue properly, and that our

children and grandchildren can meet

them and feel the beauty of this

universe. I hope they will continue in

their natural habitat.

Hope

© Muhammad Agam Prasetyo

(Suara Konservasi Kalbar and Flora

Indonesia)

Paloh, Sambas District,
West Kalimantan

4th Favorite Winner
(Youth) 



Indonesia is an archipelago country that is

rich in culture and famous tourism areas

from Sabang to Merauke, both from the

beauty of mountains, beaches, waterfalls,

and others. This time I will introduce the

Natural Tourism Destination where I was

born, namely Curug Luhur in Cibinong,

South Cianjur, which has pure natural

beauty, not a setting. Cianjur has

interesting natural attractions, one of

which is this waterfall, with nature that is

still awake and the freshness of the

soothing waterfall.

This waterfall has 4 stages from top to

bottom. I took a photo of this waterfall on

level 3 with quite challenging access. This

waterfall is natural and still sustainable

which we should protect and preserve.

Hopefully, this rich Indonesian nature is

still preserved and can be enjoyed by our

grandchildren later, come on guard and

preserve it.

Charm of Curug 

Luhur Waterfall

© Muhamad Ridwan
(DisHut Kalimantan Tengah 

UPT KPHP Barito Tengah)

Cibinong, West Java

5th Favorite Winner (Youth) 



Morning Spirit

This place is located in Limpakuwus Pine Forest under the Mt. Slamet. Every day many farmers forage grasses to feed their

livestocks. 

© Rofyan Sofyaman (Institut Seni Indonesia Yogyakarta)

Limpakuwus Pine Forest, Banyumas Regency, Central Java

1st Winner (Millennials) 



Indonesian University Campus and Its Surroundings

The forest inside the campus area of the University of Indonesia (UI) is not only a physical laboratory for the students, but also

as a water catchment area for the city of Depok. During this pandemic, lecturing activities shifted to the standard system. And

the UI forest has become one of the sports destinations for the residents. Not only Depok residents who come to exercise, but

residents around Jakarta. The UI Forest still provides a role for residents around the UI Campus to be able to sell drinks around

the UI forest area. 

© Tri Patrick 

Universitas Indonesia, Depok, West Java

2nd Winner (Millennials) 



Take Care of Mangroves for Our Earth

This woman is wrapping propagules with nets as a shade of plants from pest attacks in the Mangrove Labor-Intensive Program, a

program designed by MoEF Indonesia during the pandemic. Planting is not just about planting seedlings, but we have to think

about how they can grow as well as take care of our own children. A different sense of happiness if we can see the growth of

seedlings that we've planted.

© Yuni Rismelia Buntang (Direktorat KTA, PDASHL, KLHK)

Bontang, East Kalimantan 

3rd Winner (Millennials) 



My Family's Economic Support Forest

The source of my family's livelihood comes from the forest, namely tapping pine sap, which is used to fulfill our daily needs.

© Mohamad Aripin (Badan Pusat Statistik)

Candipuro, Lumajang, East Java

1st Favorite Winner (Millennials) 



Forest, the Largest Home in the World

When we mention forest, the first thing we remember is shady trees. But, It wouldn't be a forest without animals. Forest is the

beauty of the world that must be preserved forever because it is a home for many creatures. Hopefully we as humans can

contribute to creating a better ecosystem so that more animals can live in peace and happiness. 

© Yoke Ranlym (PT Mitra Edukasi Nusantara)

Baluran National Park, East Java 

2nd Favorite Winner (Millennials) 



We Are Groot

As long as we live, we will bring you happiness. 

© Faiz Fakhri (YKL Indonesia)

Lantebung, Makassar, South Sulawesi 

3rd Favorite Winner (Millennials) 



Forests are critical habitats for

biodiversity and they are also

essential for the provision of a wide

range of ecosystem services that are

important to human well-being. It

has become clear that biodiversity is

the cornerstone of our existence on

Earth. Securing forest ecosystems as

parks and other protected areas can

help to preserve their valuable plants

and animals for future generations. It

is also important to conserve

biodiversity for the sake of our

curiosity and aesthetic appreciation.

Aesthetic 
Appreciation

© Mas Untung 

(BIOLASKA UIN Sunan Kalijaga)

Bali Barat National Park 

4th Favorite Winner
(Millennials) 



Plastic Waste Emergency for Wild Animals

A Long-Tailed Monkey (Macaca fascicularis) drinks from a plastic cup trash. The problem of garbage and the environment as if

it will never be solved on this beloved earth along with the increasing number of products with plastic packaging. 

© Saddam Husein (Pewarta Foto Indonesia Medan)

Karo,North Sumatra

5th Favorite Winner (Millennials) 



Kerandangan Forest

Lombok, NTB


